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Biblical criticism, both in its "higher" and "lower"
forms, has been one of the major sources of the
assault on traditional Judaism in the modern era.
Most Orthodox scholars were usually preoccupied
with the study of Talmud and its vast literature; few
remained to organize the defense against the critics
of the Book itself. Those who did, however, were
outstanding thinkers, and they met the challenge

briliantly and conclusively. The fact that their

works have been largely ignored does not detract
from the validity of their thesis. Rabbi Max Kapustin,
who here discusses their major contributions, out-
lines the general attitude he believes traditional Jews
ought to adopt to Biblical Criticism. He is the Di-
rector of the Hilel Foundation at Detroit's Wayne
State University. Ordained by the (Hildesheimer)

Rabbinical Seminary of Berlin, and recipient of a
doctor's degree in Semitics from Heidelberg Uni-
versity, he was instrctor in Bible and Talmud at
the Rabbinical College (Hoffmann Yeshivah) of
Frankfurt a.M. He is the author of two works in rab..
binics.

BIBLICAL CRITICISM:
A Traditionalist View

The justifcation or necessity for dealing with Biblical Criti-
Cism in these pages is not self -evident. Work on the Bible offers
rich rewards even without taking into consideration so-called

critical problems. For a modern example we have only to turn
to S. R. Hirsch's great commentary to the Pentateuch now being
made accessible to the English reader.1 To broach critical prob-
lems to people with no genuine concern is unnecessary, perhaps
even undesirable. Yet whenever problems. do arise, it is necessary
to take cogniance of them. The "established results" of Biblical
Criticism have become part of the intellectual baggage acquired
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by the average college graduate. He has been most probably ex-
posed toa course in the "Bible as Literature," or something of
that nature. These courses are usually taught by people relying
on secondary sources in which the critical approach is predom-
inant. Hence, there must be a response to this challenge. It must
come on thorough grounds and avoid superficial apologetics.

First, it is necessary to defie the concept of Biblical Criti-
cism as such. In itelf it merely represents a scientific method-

ology. It is a method of biblical study which in principle con-
tradicts the approach to the Tenakh (Bible) which has been cul-
tivated in traditional Judaism from time immemorial to our own
days. For the Bible critic, the Torah is not word for word and
letter for letter direct divine revelation. Neither are the writings
of the Nevi'im (Prophets) or the Ketuvim (Hagiographa) di-
vinely inspired, products of the ruach ha-kodesh (holy spirit.)
For the critics this literature represents documents which at best
may be valued as the works of certain individual personalities,
representing the "Hebraic genius."

This is the result of so-called Higher Criticism. It has been
attained by using certain assumed or actual contradictions and
various liguistic or stylistic characteristics to split up the whole
biblical literature into an unlimited number of sources of vary-
ing age. (For our purposes we shall limit ourselves to the Pen-
tateuch.) Denials of the Mosaic authorship occur at .an early
period as we can see, for example, in the .polemics of the Church
Father Origen (died 254 C.E.) against the pagan philosopher

Celsus. Ibn Ezra to Genesis 36:31 quotes a Rabbi Yitzchak,
Who attributes this verse to the time of King _ Jehoshaphat, a
view which Ibn Ezra himself violently rejects.2 Spinoza, in his
Tractatus Th eologico-Politic us, also offers extensive arguments
denying that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch. The real
turnng point came with a book by the French physician, Jean
Astruc (died 1766), who tried to prove that in composing the
PentattmchMoses made use of two major sources called E and
J 'respectively, since they allegedly use either the Tetragram-
miåton J-H-V-H - or Elohim. The use of different divine names
as criteria for recognizing different sources has remained an im':
poi:ànt, if not the only, factor in the critical approach until to-
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day. Most important in establishing the documentary theory

was K. H. Graf, and his followers, Abraham Kuenen and J. Well-
hausen. The Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis assumes as major

sources J, E, P (the Priestly Code) and D (Deuteronomic lit-
erature). Sometimes these sources are said to run parallel to each
other, sometimes they are intertined,. in some instances they

are complementary, in others contradictory. At some time this
crazy quilt was shaped into a semblance of order by a fictitious
character usually designated as R (Redactor) representing the
final editorial effort on the Hebrew Bible. Unfortunately, R did a
rather inadequate job, since he left so many contradictions, sup-
plying the critics with stuff for their hypotheses. This whole

process is supposed to have lasted from the 9th century B.C.E. to
the time of Ezra in the 5th century, when all these documents

and the Book of Joshua were combined into what is called the
Hexateuch, with P being the youngest post-exilic source. It has
been pointed out frequently3 that the Hegelian theory of hi-

torical evolution which dominated the 19th century, has mo-
tivated a conception of Israelite hñtory which stipulates a
rising curve in theological concepts culminating in the pure mon-
otheism and universalism of the Prophets, in contradistinction
to the polytheistic and henotheistic beginnings. To fit this theory,
large portions of the Torah had to be allocated to post-prophetic
times. The Torah, by and large, had to be unknown to the Proph-
ets. This, of course, meant the destruction of some of of the most
fundamental axioms of the Jewish tradition wmch posits the
line from the Abrahamitic to the Sinaitic revelation.

The theory of multiple sources is the beginning and end of all
critical biblical research, whether in Jewish or non-Jewish
circles. Next to it, the so-called lower criticism dealing with tex-
tual problems plays a relatively unimportant role. The latter
concerns itself with the form of the biblical text and its supposed
restoration to the original version. Words which are diffcult
to explain are traced to errors in transmission and are corrected
accordingly. Expressions, sometimes phrases or whole verses,
which are difcult to fit into an existing or still to be construed
context, are omitted and others substituted. .

What should be the approach by traditional Jews to thi~ whole
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area? The answer is to be found in the clear and binding posi-
tion of the tradition, combined with an objective scientifc evalu-
ation of Biblical Criticism. The works of.David Hoffmann in Ger-
man are classics in the field. (Rabbi Hoffmann was a famous
Bible and Talmud scholar, Halakhist, and Orthodox representa-
tive of the Wzssenschaft des Judentums, particularly in the field
of ~e Halakhc Midrashim.. He succeeded Rabbi Esriel Hides-

haimer as Rector of the "Rabbinerseminar zu Berlin" until his
death in 1921. Hi works on Bible include Die wichtzgsten In-
stanzen gegen die Graf-Wellhausensche Hypothese, I (1904)

and II (1916); Das Buch Leviticus and Das Buch Deuterono-

mzum I and II, left incomplete and publihed posthumously. The
last two works, on Leviticus and Deuteronomy, have been trans-
lated into Hebrew and published by Mosad Harav Kook.) Every
aèceptance of multiple sources within the Torah in whatever
form is incompatible with the foundations of our faith. This is
basic. Weare told that this is an unscientific. dogma. In answer
to this it should be pointed out that the whole system of hypo.-
theses employed by the critics has, in a very real sense, become
congeal~d into dogmas. It is. the tragedy of critical biblical re-
search that these dogmas have interfered with a better under-
standing of the Bible from withi. Real connections. and com-

plementary texts have been neglected in order to s(ltisfy pre-
conceived theories which were regarded as infallble. This intro-
duced an element of recklssness into textual research 'so that
"nearly every book of the Old Testament has been stigmatized

as a literary forgery by at least one scholar."4 It is well-nigh im-
possible to pierce this dogmatic shell of the critics. Works of
Jewish scholars, such as Hoffmann and others, who refuse to
share the general pre-suppositions of the critics, usually receive
the silent treatment. This also holds true. for non-Jewish scholars
with a more traditional attitude. Hoffmann's commentaries -
the one on Leviticus was called by J òs~ph Halevy, the great

French orientalist, the most important contribution to the under-
standing of Leviticus since Rasbi - are virtually unknown even
to the specialists. The more recent gigantic commentary on Gen-
esis by Benno Jacob (Das erste Buch der fora, 1934) has not
elicited the reaction it deserves. The reviews, partcUlarly in
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the non-Jewish scholarly periodicals, more or less limited them.
selves to the exegetical part, ignoring the painstaking point-

by-point refutation of the multiple-sources hypothesis.

Concerning textual criticism, Hoffmann has made the defini-
tive statement for us. He points to the careful exactitude with
which each word, indeed each letter, of the Bible, has been
handed down. "The masorah or the traditional writing of Holy
Scripture, according to the testimony of our sages, is as old as
Holy Scripture itself," wrtes David Hoffmann. "Even if we had
to concede that in certain places the text has not remained in-
violate, we must, on the other hand, concede that we are lacking
all means to restore a text written under ruach ha-kodesh. Every
conjecture, no matter by how many exegetical and historical and
critical arguments it may be supported, does not offer us even the
probabilty that the Prophet or the writer of Holy Scripture

wrote in this form and not as in the text before US."5

Beyond this there is another factor which, for reasons of scien-
tifc integrity, considerably weakens the right to make textual
emendations. We believe that a deeper understanding of the
biblical texts becomes impossible if every difculty is treated
with the convenient method of emendation. This wi be under-
stood by anyone who ever attended an "Old Testament" seminar
at one of the German Universities where this method was de-
veloped into a fie tool. It was frightening to observe how its

free. use choked off every effort to penetrate to the real meaning
of the text and how it produced downright scientifc careless-ness. . .

Having said aIl these things, we must add a word of caution.
We must guard against the temptation of a one-sided evaluation
of all aspects of non-Jewish "Old Testament" scholarship. It
is an unfair generalization to dispose of it in its totality as a
means for the depreciation of the Jewish religion. This is neither
historically- nor factually correct. The bon mot ot callirg it
"higher anti-Semitism" has only limited validity.

Certainly there is a pronounced tendency to, minimize the

importance of our biblical literature in favor of the "Ne\y Tes-

tament." There is the dogma of Christian theology which insists
on a gradual development of the Israelite-Jewish religion reach-
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ing its climax in the world of thought of the "New Testament."
This is inevitable in a field where a majority of the scholars is
recruited from Christian theologians. However, among them we
find many who have thought and written profoundly and beauti-
fully about our Holy Scriptures. Above all, we must not forget
that we are innitely indebted to non-Jewish Bible scholarship

for a wealth of linguistic, historical, and archaeological material
which must have an impact upon our exegetical work and which
cannot be neglected.

It is well known that the position of the traditional Bible
student has been made considerably more "comfortable" during
the last quarter of a century. The stranglehold of doctrinaire

criticism has been broken and many of its dogmas have been
shattered. Our growing knowledge of the biblical environment
has enabled us to view many stories, incidents, and attitudes not
as literary fancy but as plausibly historicaL. Modern archaeology
has corroborated as genuine the setting for many biblical nar-
ratives, particularly for the patriarchal age. Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob today are figures of flesh and blood, whose claim
to 'historicity cannot be denied. The rigid application of evolu-
tionary stereotypes to the religion of Israel is being seriously

questioned and rejected to a signifcant extent. Yechezkel Kauf-
man has made a most impressive effort to show that the Torah
precedes the literature of the Prophets.6 This has brought into
serious question some important textual datings by the documen-
tary theory.

In the area of textual studies, the Masoretic text has grown
in scientifc stature and respectability, and is increasingly pre-

ferred over the previously highly-touted versions, particularly
the Samaritan Pentateuch, the Greek Septuagint, and the Syriac
Peshitto.7

Granted all this, we should be less than honest were we to
maitain that the basic critical approach to the Bible, as out-
lied above, has vanished into oblivion. The present conser-

vative trend in biblical scholarship has tended to shrink the abyss
separating critical from traditional biblical scholarship, and has
considerably strengthened the position of the Jewish tradition.
One of the more faithful followers ofW ellausen has referred
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to "a far-spread mood" to reject the mu1tiple~sources theory. 8 It

is, however, a far cry from the claim, so glibly bandied about
by some of the popularzers withi and without 

our ranks, of

having demolished the critical argu~ent in its totality.
We must accept and utilze the recent positive phenomena in

this whole. field, but never forget the line of. demarcation we
have drawn in the beginng. This must be the basic approach.
It should go a long way' 

towards buttressing the traditional posi-
tion whie at the same time enabliig us to live iii peace with our
scientifc conscience. The case for the unity of the 'Pentateuch

today does not have to rely on the authority of tradition alone.
It is supported by sound scientific argument. The evidence for
the possibility of Mosaic authorship is mounting. For us it con-
stitutes our heritage of truth, standing on the indivisible unity
of Written and Oral Torah. In the last ,analysis we, as Jews,
must seek our own way to make this heritage our own, using
and. developing the materials and methods provided by millenna
of work on the Hebrew Bible. Traditional institutions of higher
Jewish learning might well ponder the imperative need to incor-
porate within their curriculum systematic biblical studies in thi

two-fold pattern. 'This, in time, will relieve the embarrassing

scarcity of' modern biblical scholarship among the committed
adherents of the Jewish tradition. To look down with." smug

condescension upon the whole critical effort is an attitude which
al too often merely hides lack of knowledge and inability to
argue effectively. We, too, see many problems, some of them 'al-
ready indicated. in our own tradition, some of them which have
been sharened by some modern criticism. Differences of opinion
will come with the attempted solutions. As Jews loyal to Torah,
we do not claim for ourselves the capacity to master, with our
insuffcient means, the deep 

and total understanding of a liter-
ature which flows from other spaces toward higher ultimate
goals.

Many a problem which has for many years defied integration
into the larger framework of our faith, has since been solved

witho:ut doing violence to the tradition. If this can-not yet-
be done satisfactoriy then we have the courage to live with a
problem without closing our eyes to it.9 The teiku of the Talmud
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gains a deeper and more comprehensive meaning when seen in
this light. This attitude, to be sure, is possible only on the basis of
a pure and well-structured faith. Here we face the important
challenge for sound theological foundations. Only- such founda-
tions can become the premise for our work on the Bible. We
stand on Talmud and Midrash, on our great commentaries,

and on the implications of our. classical philosophical systems.
But beyond these it is our duty to examine other constructive

ideas wherever we may find them. A deeper Jewish understanding
of our sacred literature is our goal and reward.

NOTES

1. For an interesting tribute to Hirsch's work from a non-Orthodox point
of view, see F. Rosenzweig in Martin Buber und Franz Rosenzweig, Die Schrlft
und ihre Verdeutschung. pp. 46 ff. (The first part of Hirsch's commentary _
consisting of four volumes on the first three books - has been translated by

Isaac Levy and is being distributed in the United States by Bloch Publishing

Co. In all probabilty, a review of this commentary wil appear in a future
issue of TRADITION - Editor).

2. He resolves the chronological diffculties in Genesis 12:6 and Deuteronomy
1: 1 by exegetical means.

3. So the Danish Semitist, J. Pedersen, quoted ,by Efraim Urbach, "Neue
Wege del' Bibelwissenschaft" in Monatsschrift fuer Geschichte und Wissen-
schaft des Judentums, 1938, voL. 82, p. 1. Extensive use has been made of
this summary in preparing the present essay.

4. Wiliam F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity (Second Edition,
1957) p. 78.

5. Urbach, op. elt., p. iS, note 20 quotes H. S. Nyberg and his comparison
with the methods of classical philology as examined by Wilamowitz and others
both for lower and higher criticism. Limitless conjectural criticism has been
replaced by a much greater respect for the traditional text. See also Rosenzweig,
op. cit., p. 47: "The readiness, in principle, for philological textual changes is

neutralized by a philological timidity, also in principle, and an everlasting dis-

trust towards the necessarily hypothetical character of scholarship."

6. Toldot ha-Emunah ha-Yisraelit, 8 vols. (so far). An abridged English
translation under the title The Religion of Israel has just been published by
Moshe Greenberg. See Ibid., p. 1£: "The Torah . . . is the literary product of
the earliest stage of Israelite religion, the stage prior to. literaray prophecy. Al-
though itr. compilation and canonization took place later, its sources are de-
monstrably ancient - not in part, not in their general content, but in their

entirety, even to their language and formulation."
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7. See Ch. Heller. Ha.Nusach ha-Shomroni shel ha-Torah (1924).
8. G. Beer, Orientalistische LiteraturzeUung 1935. No. 10. col. 619.
9. See Rosenzweig. op. cU., p. 52: "This does not mean a distinction between

'Science' and 'Religion'. . . . When Science and Religion refuse to know each
other, but in reality do. neither Science nor Religion is worth much." We con-
sider this formulation quite acceptable without identifying ourselves wholly

with Rosenzweig's position. To read R (Redactor) as Rabbenu lacks ultimate
importance unless this reading implies Masheh Rabbenu himself.
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